
About The Watercolors

Last fall I approached my artist residency at Willapa Bay AiR with the intention of working in a 
media different than oil.  The Residency is located in Oysterville on 16 acres at the tip of Long 
Beach Peninsula, situated between the Pacific Ocean and Willapa Bay.
  
The scenery was obviously inspirational.  Equally as moving as this beautiful landscape was the 
soft rhythm and flow of the surrounding elements  - the rolling waves and cloud formations, the 
lapping and over-lapping of the tidal waters, the subtle shifting of sand. The gravitational pull 
causing ebb and flow, at one time washing over and concealing, surface over surface, and then 
receding - revealing and exposing.  

Surrounded by water, I decided to work with watercolors in order to explore the ideas of fluidity 
and wash on paper and canvas.  I brushed the watercolor into flat washes on paper, then onto 
canvas and then canvas with gesso.  The thin gauged canvas and the thinned gesso provided two 
different textured surfaces where the watercolor at times floated on the support's surface and at 
times stained the surface and soaked into it.  There was an intimate interaction between the 
watercolor and the weave.  The gesso, which typically is used as a ground, often emerged as 
figure, brought to the surface by the distinct edging made by the dried watercolor. 

The touch is so different with watercolor - quick, light and irrevocable.  Mark making is additive 
not subtractive.  The watery media requires working flat or taking the consequences of an upright 
support and the effects of gravity.  The resulting drips break out of the flat washes and flow 
unaided to the painting's edges becoming, to my mind, structural and helping to tether the 
floating washes.  

I would assist these washes and drips somewhat by holding the support and tilting it back and 
forth to distribute the color, but otherwise tried to stand aside, enjoy the unpredictability, and let 
the painting make itself. 
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